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QUESTION 1

Your database instance is started using an SPFILE. You are connected to cdb$root, as a DBA. You issue: 

SQL> ALTER SYSTEM SET STATISTICS_LEVEL=ALL SCOPE=BOTH; Which two statements are true about the
statistics level parameter? 

A. It is immediately set to all in the SPFILE and the CDB instance. 

B. It is immediately set to all in only those pluggable databases (PDBs) where the value is set to typical. 

C. It is immediately set to all only for cd3Sroot. 

D. It is immediately set to all in all PDBs where the statistics_level parameter is not set. 

E. It is set to all for all PDBs only in the SPFILE. 

Correct Answer: AD 

When the STATISTICS_LEVEL parameter is modified by ALTER SYSTEM, all advisories or statistics are dynamically
turned on or off, depending on the new value of STATISTICS_LEVEL. When modified by ALTER SESSION, the
following advisories or statistics are turned on or off in the local session only. Their system-wide state is not changed. 

 

QUESTION 2

In CDB$ROOT of your multitenant container database (CDB), you create a common user, C##A_ADMIN, and then
execute the command: 

SQL> GRANT create tablespace to C##A_ADMIN; 

Which statement is true? (Choose the best answer.) 

A. The command fails because the CONTAINER clause is not used. 

B. The command executes successfully, enabling the C##A_ADMIN user to create a tablespace only in the root
database. 

C. The command executes successfully, enabling the C##A_ADMIN user to create tablespaces in the root database, as
well as in the plugging databases (PDBs). 

D. The command fails because system privileges cannot be granted to a common user. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

You have installed two 64G flash devices to support the Database Smart Flash Cache feature on your database server
that is running on Oracle Linux. 

You have set the db_smart_flash_file parameter: 
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DB_FLASH_CACHE_FILE= ` /dev/f lash_device_1`,` /dev/f lash_device_2` How should the D3_flash_cache_size be
configured to use both devices? 

A. Set DB_FLASH_CACHE_SIZE=64G. 

B. Set D3_FLASH_CACHE_SIZE=64G, 64G. 

C. Set D3_FLASK_CACKE_SI2E=i28G. 

D. db_flash_cache_SI2E is automatically configured by the instance at startup. 

Correct Answer: B 

* Smart Flash Cache concept is not new in Oracle 12C - DB Smart Flash Cache in Oracle 11g. 

In this release Oracle has made changes related to both initialization parameters used by DB Smart Flash 

cache. Now you can define many files|devices and its sizes for "Database Smart Flash Cache" area. In 

previous releases only one file| device could be defined. 

DB_FLASH_CACHE_FILE = /dev/sda, /dev/sdb, /dev/sdc 

DB_FLASH_CACHE_SIZE = 32G, 32G, 64G 

So above settings defines 3 devices which will be in use by "DB Smart Flash Cache" 

/dev/sda -size 32G 

/dev/sdb -size 32G 

/dev/sdc -size 64G 

New view V$FLASHFILESTAT -it\\'s used to determine the cumulative latency and read counts of each file| 

device and compute the average latency 

Reference: https://oracle-base.com/articles/12c/database-smart-flash-cache-12cr1 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine the RMAN command: 

RMAN> CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR DATABASE ON; RMAN> BACKUP DATABASE PLUS ARCHIVELOG; 

Which prerequisite must be met before accomplishing the backup? 

A. The password for the encryption must be set up. 

B. Oracle wallet for the encryption must be set up. 

C. All the tablespaces in the database must be encrypted. 

D. Oracle Database Vault must be enabled. 
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Correct Answer: B 

Configuration encryption will used by Transparent encryption. For transparent encryption, you will need to create a
wallet, and it must be open. Transparent encryption will then occur automatically after you have issued the
CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR DATABASE ON or CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR TABLESPACE ON command.
CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION : You can use this command to persistently configure transparent encryption. You cannot
persistently configure dual mode or password mode encryption. SET ENCRYPTION : You can use this command to
configure dual mode or password mode encryption at the RMAN session level.
Reference:http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E25054_01/backup.1111/e10642/rcmbckad.htm#CEGEJABH 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to duplicate the multitenant container database (CDB) cdb1 that contains the pluggable database (PDB)
SALES: 

RMAN> DUPLICATE TARGET DATABASE TO cdbdup PLUGGABLE DATABASE sales FROM ACTIVE DATABASE
PASSWORD FILE SPFILE NOFILENAMECHECK; 

Which two statements are true? (Choose two.) 

A. RMAN must be connected to a recovery catalog for the execution of the command. 

B. A backup of the SALES PDB must exist before the execution of the command. 

C. The root and seed databases are included in the duplication. 

D. Only the SALES PDB is duplicated as the non-CDB CDBDUP. 

E. An auxiliary instance must have been started with the initialization parameter ENABLE_PLUGGABLE_DATABASE
set to TRUE. 

Correct Answer: CE 
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